
From the editor— Bruce Dyer August 2006 

The  government has announced the most aggressive upgrade of  Canada’s military equipment in decades, laying out new expenditures 
of $15.3 billion to improve transportation capacities. The Harper government has made military expansion a priority and in the 

past six months has announced plans to add 23,000 regular and reserve troops. The government's first budget in May increased military spend-
ing by $5.4 billion to $18.4 billion over the next five years, up from a low of $8.4 billion in 1998. But it represented the biggest break in policy 
by the new and mostly cautious Conservative government from 13 years of Liberal previous governments. The Liberals reduced military 
spending to a low of $8.4 billion in 1998, one of the lowest per capita among industrial countries. The spending plan, detailed in a series of 
four announcements, sets aside money for new helicopters, planes, vehicles and ships that will give the armed forces a level of independence 
not seen in years. Most soldiers today are using equipment that should have been replaced a decade ago. 
     In recent years, the Canadian military has often been forced to rely on foreign and commercial equipment to transport its troops to global 
conflicts and emergencies. With a strategic airlift capacity of our own, we will no longer have to borrow from our allies or contract commer-
cial aircraft. The new equipment includes 2,300 trucks, 16 medium-lift helicopters, 17 planes to transport troops and 4 equipment cargo planes 
that are set to begin arriving in the next two years. Three new joint support ships will be ready beginning in 2012. The four equipment cargo 
planes will be able to transport troops and heavy equipment anywhere in the world, something Canada's military has not been capable of in 
recent years. Much of the $15.3 billion will be spent on the new vehicles in the next five years, though the plan does include more than $6 bil-
lion for maintenance over the next 20 years. 
        The summer heat is upon us once again with average daytime temperatures hovering in the 30C plus range. Although these temperatures 
are bearable to some extent, it is the high humidity that discourages most of us from indulging in outdoor activities. According to the National 
Academy of Sciences, the Earth's surface temperature has risen by about 1 degree Fahrenheit in the past century, with accelerated warming 
during the past two decades. There is new and stronger evidence that most of the warming over the last 50 years is attributable to human ac-
tivities. Human activities have altered the chemical composition of the atmosphere through the buildup of greenhouse gases – primarily carbon 
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. The 20th century's 10 warmest years all occurred in the last 15 years of the century. Of these, 1998 was 
the warmest year on record.  
     In spite of the heat, this air show-junkie will not be deterred from attending air shows. In June, I went to the Russell Group air show  and 
was extremely disappointed with the whole event. The admission price was $5 more than last year (no senior discounts) and the show did not 
even compare to that of  2005. The Spitfire and Hurricane  were flown this year by pilots from Duxford in the UK who put on a superb per-
formance. However, due to the absence of Walter Eichhorn, who had other commitments, the ME-109 remained on the ground. On static dis-
play was a B-17 that was supposed to perform a flying demonstration but it got stuck in the mud while taxiing out at the end of the runway. 
This years show was an all around dismal flop in comparison to the 2005 show. We attended the 90th Anniversary open house at Camp Bor-
den at the end of June where there was little in the way of aircraft static displays. Due to the short runways at Borden, some of the performing 
aircraft were unable to land or take off there. The air show itself was highlighted by performances from the Skyhawks, Snowbirds and the F-
18. On a sadder note, it might be appropriate at this time to mention the untimely death of Scott Manning (ref; December 2005 Propwash, page 
6) who was killed during a practice session in his “Stinger” micro-jet on June 16, at Carp, Ontario, while practicing for the Ottawa air show. 
He was slated to do a performance at the Borden air show. 
     This summer, the St Catherine's and Brantford air shows will highlight the Skyhawks, Snowbirds, and the F-18. The Snowbirds and F-18 
will also perform at the CNE. Because of this, I will not attend any of these shows this year. Like’ how many times can a person watch Snow-
bird/Skyhawk and F-18 performances without experiencing air show withdrawal symptoms? At most of these shows, the flavour  remains ba-
sically unchanged from one show to another. The air shows do import some flying performance acts from time to time, but basically, it’s the 
same old déja-vu! Unlike our American cousins, we are unfortunate in this country in that our Armed Forces really haven't  much to display or 
perform with. I have found that the air shows in general have degraded over the past years and have become stale. They lack imagination, vari-
ety and show appeal. The “WOW” factor is all but non existent. 
     So, at the beginning of August, weather permitting, I will take a four hour drive to Willow Run airport in Belleville, Michigan to see a 
real air show, the “Thunder Over Michigan” air show. Thunder Over Michigan 2006 will host the Largest WWII Heavy Armored Battle in 
the United States. The show will begin with the raw power of tank cannon blasts, allied and axis aircraft strafing runs and anti-aircraft and 
machine gun firing. WWII American and German re-enactors will find themselves in the heat of the battle with heavy armor and air support 
in fierce fights against each other. Some of the performing aircraft lineup consists of  five Supermarine Spitfires, three Hawker Hurricanes, 
one ME-109, six Douglas Skyraiders, the Mynarski Lancaster from CWH in Hamilton, and eight P-51 Mustangs, to mention only a few. There 
are so many aircraft performing at this air show that I do not have the space to name them all. You might go on the web at, http://
www.yankeeairmuseum.org/airshow/, to view the extensive list of airplanes that will be performing. In September, I am going to Virginia 
Beach where I will attend the NAS Oceana Air show in Norfolk, Virginia. The theme of the show this year is “Salute to the Blue Angels; 60 
Years of Aerial Excellence”. It will indeed be a thrill to see the flying feats of many top aerobatic performers in the show. The sky will also 
echo with the thunder of F/A-18 Hornets, F/A-18 Super Hornets, the E-2C Hawkeye, the F-15 Eagle, a Fleet Fly By and the dramatic Air 
Power Demonstration. The British Red Devils and the USASOC Black Daggers will perform their daring precision parachute jumps and the 
Shockwave Jet Truck will fill the field with smoke and flame. There will be 129 different aircraft on static display! It is being arranged for me 
to view this air show from the VIP section. Again, you can view the air show schedule at, http://www.oceanaairshow.com/index.php.  
     In closing, I visited the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum this week at Mount Hope airport in Hamilton, Ontario. After many years of 
loving labour, the Westland Lysander is fully restored and ready to fly. All that remains is the completion of the paperwork. And as any Air 
Force person will tell you - once the paperwork weighs more than the aircraft, the plane will go flying! 
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This is my story  and an 
account of some of my ex-

periences during war time as a bomber 
pilot. It will give you  an insight into 
events during that era of our history. My 
story carries on  with my peacetime ex-
periences as a Flight Engineer as well as 
my work in the maintenance field. The 
following facts were recorded by Shorty 
Hazelton and Geoff Brogden. 
     I was born  April 16, 1923 in Eastview, Ontario. 
My family was made up of my parents, three girls 
and myself. After attending school in New Edinbor-
ough and an Ottawa technical school, I went to 
work in Charles Oglivie’s Department Store, in the Tool Shop De-
partment, selling lathes etc. When I attempted to join the RCAF at 
the age of 17, I was told to go home and wait till I was 18.  My 
mother had a helping hand in this as well. When I finally joined, I 
failed my aircrew medical because I could not breathe out of one of 
my nostrils. So I went to the hospital and had the plugged nostril 
cleared which then enabled me to pass the aircrew medical with 
flying colours. 
     I joined the RCAF on October 29, 1942 and went to Lachine 
Quebec to the Manning Depot. Then I was sent  to a Repair Depot 
for "Hangar Duties" after which I enrolled at the University of 
Montreal  for WETP  (Wartime Education Training Program) in 
order to bring my education up to the required level. After univer-
sity, I proceeded to the Aircrew selection board in Toronto where I 
was selected for pilot training. Then early in 1943, I was posted to  
# 5  ITS  (Initial Training School) in Belleville Ontario. From there, 
I was sent to # 20 EFTS (Elementary Flying Training School) in 
Oshawa, Ontario where I learned to fly on the Tiger Moth. After 
this, I completed twin engine training on the Anson at # 9  SFTS 
(Service Flying Training School)  in Centralia Ontario. I finally 
graduated as a Sgt. Pilot  early in 1944.  My wings check was done 
by a S/L Mussells. Then I was selected to be an instructor, but this 
was canceled due to a low flying incident just prior to the end of my 
flying course. 
     Next, I went to Valleyfield, Quebec for  an escape and evasion 
course, learning  unarmed combat that was taught  by veterans of 
Dieppe. After completing this course, it was off to Lachine, Quebec, 
for overseas posting. I traveled to Ottawa each night by train (home 
and girl friend attractions), traveling with tickets that were obtained 
via devious means. I was married on March 26, 1944 and left to go 
overseas two days later. It was on to Halifax by train and then I 
sailed to Liverpool via a direct route in only 3-1/2 days. From Liver-
pool I proceeded to Bournmouth, with a stop half way to change 
railway engines and grab a cup of tea. Not used to trains leaving 
when they said they would, most of the passengers were left drink-
ing their tea. But the train came back for them a short time later. I 
went on leave, only to find that the house that I was scheduled to 
stay in had been hit by a V1 bomb. 
     I was posted to a unit in Wales for a  six week stay where they 
flew Oxford aircraft. I then went to a selection unit, where, mingling 
over an ale or two, I became familiar enough with the chaps who 
were gathered there, to select a crew. I selected a navigator and a 
bomb aimer, both F/O's, a rear and mid upper gunner and a WOP 
(RAF wireless operator). Then we went to Doncaster and flew Wel-
lington's. Here we trained as a crew, which included dropping 
"windows", which were strips of aluminum that were designed to 
confuse radar. Next it was on to Lindhome for four weeks extensive 
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training on the Halifax II, an aircraft that was not noted for its abun-
dance of power. Here, the FE, an RAF chap, joined  the crew.  
     One time after returning from a trip and being the first to land, I 
noticed as I passed a shack at the end of the runway, that the wind-
sock was indicating a down wind landing. I ended up in the mud off 
the end of the runway but managed to alert the rest of the aircraft in 
the air to use the reciprocal runway. They removed my aircraft by 
dropping "take off" flap and with the application of full power, 
eased it forward out of the mud. 
     Next came a two week period at the Lancaster finishing school. 
We practiced circuits and bumps, and evasive actions (the cork 
screw). One day the adjutant called, saying, you've been promoted 
and he read off each sheet in turn - from Sergeant to FS,  from FS to 
WO2, from WO2 to WO1, from WO1 to P/O. Then in about two 
weeks, I went from P/O to F/O. 
     Finally, in Oct 1944, there came a message to report to 550 RAF 
Squadron, call letters BQ, to fly the MK III Lancaster. The first two 
flights were familiarization flights, in which I  flew as a first officer 
or what was known in those days, as a "second dickey". This was to 
grasp the idea of fuel management etc., all done at night. The sec-
ond familiarization trip was an actual raid to Essen with an experi-
enced crew. Finally my first trip as aircraft captain was on Christ-
mas eve 1944, to Koln, home of the Eppes train marshaling yards. 
We lost the starboard inner engine over the target and starboard 
outer engine on the way home. No.4 engine was shut down due to 
coolant loss from a ruptured coolant system which was caused by 
pieces being thrown at it from No.3 engine when it was hit. It was 
restarted for the landing. We were diverted to an American B-24 
airdrome and parked in a spot that had been used by a US aircraft 
that had not returned. The missing aircraft had been named "The 
Yokel", (a "Disney type wolf in Little Red Riding Hood"  complete 
with goggles, a white scarf, and a bomb in his mouth). I was given 
the "Yokel" icon and my aircraft now became known as the Yokel. I 
had it painted on my aircraft  # PB 514, the aircraft on which I 
would fly 22 of my 31 missions. The remaining missions making up 
my tour were flown on spare aircraft while mine was in for repairs 
from flak hits, engine changes etc. The repairs required 10 days to 
complete. After a raid, we would check the aircraft for "hits" and on 
one count got up to 100 before stopping. These were mainly due to 
flak, not bullet holes.   
     We had a very wide variety of targets, as most bomber crews 
will attest to. One I remember was to Dresden on February 15, 
1945. Others in my log book indicates flights to Gelsenkirchen, 
Osterfeld, Nuremberg, Hanover, Munich, Mersburg, Hildsheim 
(next to #4 Wing), Nordhausen (where V1's were built), Kiel and 
Plauen. Another target was "Kassel" where the ME 262 was built. 
Later in my life, I ran into a Dutchman in Trenton who had been in 
Kassel as a forced labourer, and who with others, had escaped when 
the bombs had knocked the wire enclosures down. Another trip 
ended with my reporting that my "starboard outer engine is miss-
ing". The crew chief  who had yet to see the aircraft said "a couple 
of sparking plugs should fix that". I didn't think too much of what 
was said, and went to bed. When I woke up, I thought to myself,  "a 
couple of spark plugs won't fix it” and went to the aircraft where the 
crew chief was looking at the bare firewall with a bunch of wires 
and hoses hanging down, and he says "yes its bloody well missing 
alright". Crews were not told where their next target was until brief-
ing just prior to the flight, so in an effort to get ahead of this a bit, 
and to quell their curiosity, the FE would go to the aircraft during 
the day and check the fuel load. If it was a full load, they knew the 
target would be deep into enemy territory. Conversely, a small fuel 
load would be indicative of a short trip. My  29th trip was an attack 
on the ship yards at "Kiel" where, although it was a team effort, it 
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happened to be a bomb from my aircraft that went down the funnel 
of the pocket battleship "Vonsheer" and sank her. 
     I completed 30 trips and was given six days leave. When I came 
back I found that my crew had been given a further five days. Since 
I was available, I was asked to take a trip by a friend on another 
crew, who's  captain had been screened (finished his tour) and disap-
peared, but the rest of the crew still had a trip or two to go to finish 
their tour. I accepted.  However this trip is not recorded in my name, 
so it is not listed  in my log book, and I was reluctant to have it 
printed. I have an injured knee as verification, and its a good story, 
so I thought  it should be told. We took off, and on our way to the 
target of "Plauen" we got hit by flak and lost the starboard outer 
engine. On the way out, we encountered more flak, received another 
hit, this time the other starboard engine. The aircraft was still flying 
pretty good, then we picked up two JU 88's who kept coming at us. 
The tail gunner and mid upper gunner were killed. A short time later 
they got the bomb aimer in the nose turret then the wireless operator 
and the navigator. The Ju 88's obviously low on fuel, broke off and 
headed for home. The nav had not been killed outright, but died 
shortly after the Ju 88's left. As we got over the coast, I decided to 
head for England via the shortest route - across the North Sea. By 
this time, the only part of the aircraft that was not full of holes was 
the cockpit, which did offer some protection due to its armor plat-
ing. Myself and the FE were the only members of the crew that were 
still alive and our monstrous task now was to try and get a very crip-
pled Lancaster back to England . We were losing altitude slowly on 
two engines, then we lost the port outer engine at about 4000 feet as 
a result of  fuel starvation from ruptured fuel tanks. I maintained 
airspeed on one engine by executing a slow descent. We finally 
ditched about three miles off the English coast. The FE and myself 
climbed out the overhead hatch and tied ourselves together.  
Unfortunately, I injured my knee while exiting the aircraft. Since we 
were in the gulf stream, the water temperature was not too severe, 
and after three hours in the water, we were picked  up by a fishing 
boat out of Grimsby. We were fed rum while on the boat - for me-
dicinal purposes. Our wireless operator had gotten our position and 
situation out before we were hit, and this information had been well 
calculated, which resulted in a successful rescue. I was sent to the 
"Burn Unit" at East Grinstead for a short stay where I had my knee 
repaired by skin grafting. This was not a normal procedure for this 
type of thing but they were practicing. The results were excellent.  
     I went back to the Repatriation Depot at Warrington where I was 
before the trip, only to find it deserted. I learned that everyone had 
moved to Torque, so off to Torque I went. I was an acting F/L with 
the RAF at this time. I had volunteered for the Tiger Force 
(contingent for the Japanese theatre) with the idea to hopefully get 
home sooner.  I returned back to Canada in July 1945 by boat. 
(possibly the Il de France) and ended up in Ottawa. There was a 
message waiting for me with the news that I  had been awarded the 
DFC (Distinguished Flying Cross). My log book showed a little 
over 600 flying hours. I had an offer to return to Europe for the war 
crimes trials, but declined and was released instead  resigning my 
commission. 
     After being out for a year, I rejoined in 1946 as an "aero engine 
mechanic" and went to Camp Borden for a years course. I was 
posted to Edmonton, but with a little inside help ended up at Rock-
cliffe in 412 Squadron.  412 had Dakotas, North Stars, the C-5 (our 
'one of a kind' VIP a/c, a souped up pressurized DC-4 with advanced 
differences and P&W 2800's), a Liberator and a Grumman 
Goose. Thanks to AVM Plant (wanting a copilot)  I got to be a 
crewman on the Goose every second weekend on fishing trips up 
into the interior of Quebec. This opened the door for me to become a 
crewman on the Dakota where myself and DD MacDonald got in-

volved with the army parachute drops. We completed  a course at 
Rivers on how to tape up the centre door opening to prevent cord 
hang-ups.  I was not only involved with the Dakotas but also be-
came an FE on the North Star. This was "contact training" over a 
period of time, culminating in a trip around the world with W/C 
Howie Morrison. When the call came to go on the C-5, the require-
ment was to have had the North Star course,  I hadn't, so I took it, 
and added what was necessary to become a C-5 FE. I  had the tech-
nical course on the Comet, but did not fly as an FE on that aircraft. 
The first Comet came to Canada on May 29, 1953. 
     I did considerable flying on the C-5 and was the guiding light to 
such names as Al Cooper, Freddie Bowman and Wally Hoehn. I was 
the FE on the first Canadian Military flight to Moscow with Prime 
Minister Pearson on board. On this trip we had an engine change in 
Kuala Lumpur and it was the monsoon season. To prepare for the 
engine that would be along in a while, we took off the prop and 
placed it on the ground. An RAF chap suggested that we place it on 
a higher area on the tarmac. Night came and so did the rain, and next 
morning when we went out the prop was missing, we couldn't find 
it. I finally did find it by paddling in my "flip flops" and feeling for 
it in water up to my knees. By noon the water had disappeared.  The 
engine was changed and we left the following morning.  
     I was posted to 426 Squadron in Lachine in 1958 and went to the 
Engine Bay. For the next while, whenever there was a need for an 
engine change on an aircraft some place, I seemed to become a fa-
miliar figure. I was posted to Air Transport Command Headquarters 
in 1959, as I had completed courses on, and was familiar with all the 
four engine aircraft in our system, North Stars, C-5s, Hercules and 
also the Yukon after having completed the factory course on the 
Yukon. (I also had the Comet but it was no longer in service). I 
moved to Trenton with Command and stayed there until 1964. 
Working in the Yukon maintenance organization from 1964 to 1966, 
I was posted back to Uplands on the two VIP Yukon's, 15929 and 
15932. When the Yukon's moved to Trenton, I stayed in Uplands 
with the Hercules working in maintenance. I moved to Trenton 
when 436 Squadron moved there in 1971. I worked in servicing 
until my retirement in 1973. 
     I had 30 years in the service, beginning with war time piloting a 
Lancaster including 12 years of crewman and flight engineering 
duties, maintenance supervising, and involvement in the paper war 
in command headquarters. My wartime flying time including train-
ing was just over 600 hours, in addition to logging a total of 10,000 
hours  FE time.  
     When I retired I worked in "Housing " on the base for a time, and 
also participated in a course with FBI, squeezing juice out of apples. 
     In 2002, I saw a radio controlled Lancaster kit in a publication in 
the UK, and purchased it. I had it shipped  to Canada, and my son 
Doug (a member of Belleville Model Aircraft Club) built it, com-
plete with retractable gear, electric motors (with reduction gearing), 
as well as the war time dressing of the "Yokel" with my aircraft 
number PB 514.  It had a 74" wing span, and weighed 7-1/4 pounds. 
That's two pounds heavier than it should be due oversize gear and 
engine reduction gear etc. I was unable to acquire all the original 
equipment and had to settle for oversize replacement parts. Hence, 
the extra weight. Although it is presently "in for maintenance", it has 
flown successfully several times with Doug at the controls. As you 
may imagine, being electrically powered, the battery takes up almost 
half the weight. Its my pride and joy. 
     I am retired and live in Kenron Estates, Trenton. I attend my old 
war time 550 RAF Squadron reunions in the UK. But I don't think 
there will be too many more as the numbers are becoming less.   
In ending, I can only say that I certainly had a most thrilling and 
interesting career . 
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On April 01, 2006, the 80th Anniversary of the RCAF, No.413  
RCAF Wing opened and dedicated its new clubhouse facility in 
Trenton Ontario. The new establishment is located in North Murray 
Industrial Park South of Hamilton Road (Old City Rd. 22) between 
Sydney St. and R.C.A.F. Road (A.M.D.U. Rd.).  

     On this rather cool and 
overcast day, approxi-
mately 50 to 75 people 
attended the outdoor cere-
mony. The 413 Wing Col-
our Party and Pipe Band 
were also in attendance as 
well as  many dignitaries 
and former members of 
the RCAF. 
     The ribbon cutting was 
performed by the 413 As-
sociation Wing President, 
John Oliver assisted by 
Noel Funge, Air Force 
Association Provincial 
President, L/Col Mark 
Roberts representing 8 
Wing, CFB Trenton, and 
Quinte West Mayor, Bob 

Campney. 
     After the ceremony, the members and guests enjoyed a very se-
lective buffet lunch and refreshments in the club facilities. 
     During the course of the afternoon, Geoff Brogden and Ray 
MacIntosh presented 413 Wing President, John Oliver with a gift of 
$500 on behalf of the CMFEA towards the mortgage of the branch. 
At the same time, the CMFEA Life Membership draw was made 
and the winner was Bob Richard #632. 
     Anyone who visits the Trenton area should make it a must-see 
excursion and visit this delightful club!  

L to R- Noel Funge, L/Col Mark Roberts,             
 John Oliver, Bob Campney 
Right/Rear- Maj/Gen Lionel Bourgeois 
 (Ret) National President of the 
 Air Cadet League 

 
 

 
Andy Armstrong   

This years Award winner  
     Andy who is currently posted to 403 Sqn. at CFB Gage-
town,  is this years recipient of the Gaetz/Sinclair Award. 
     On Thursday, May 11, 2006, the staff of 426 Sqn. in Trenton, 

Ontario flew down to Fredericton, 
New Brunswick on a C-130 Her-
cules in order to make the presen-
tation. With a doubled-up crew on 
the C-130, some crewmembers 
deplaned at Fredericton while the 
others continued on with a train-
ing flight around the East Coast. 
     Those getting off at Frederic-
ton consisted of Major Dave Hol-
den, Strategic Flight Commander, 
WO Pat Monsigneur, CFEI Basic 
Flight Engineer Course and  Sgt 
Mac MacGregor D/CFEI Basic 
Flight Engineer Course. They 
were met at the airport by WO 
Smith, FE Leader at 403 Sqn. who 
drove them to the squadron so that 
they could make the presentation. 
The CO of 403 Sqn. called all the 

squadron personnel down to the hangar floor area to see the presen-
tation. There were 60 to 70  people there to watch Andy receive the 
trophy. 

————————————————— 

Major Holden — Andy Armstrong 

Andy Armstrong — Mac MacGregor 

 
 
There is a reunion being planned in Ottawa, in September, for any-
one who ever spent time at 1 Wing Marville France, whether they 
were service personnel, PMQ brats, teachers etc. The details are just 
being hammered out. . . .   http://www.marville.org/  

Another successful get together  
for the chaps who are, and were, in the airlines.  
     Twice yearly on set dates, on the third Wednesday in May, and 
the third Wednesday in October, Pilots and FE's & visitors meet to 
renew old acquaintances and make new friends. In the spring, its a 
dress up affair, where participants come in white shirts, bow ties and 
their Airline uniform (unless it has shrunk, then its business suits), 
and sit down to a banquet served at the Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 110, Trenton, Ontario. A cost of  $20.00 per person is suffi-
cient to cover the meal, and to also provide for a few cash prizes. In 
the fall, come as you are and your  $5.00 cost will provide enough 
pizza for all to give sufficient energy to tell as many lies as the ban-
quet does in the spring. The organizers do their best to contact every 
one, but if you are a newcomer, or are wondering, give Pete Dewar a 
call at 613-392-9394  or contact Al Zuba at, <alsuba@sympatico.ca.  
     They need to know numbers so they can order the food, espe-
cially in the spring, 
     The recent banquet on May 17, 2006, had a record 91 people for 
supper. (ten more than last year) and as before, the roast beef meal 
was delicious.  The Trenton, Belleville and area was well repre-
sented, but there were also many of the regulars from the Toronto 
area as well. And, as always, a few surprises.  

Our hats off to Pete Dewar and company. 

 
Why is there the rank of “private” in 
the army when in  barracks a pri-
vate sleeps with a hundred others?  

     If you haven't had a bad seat on an airliner, you haven't really 
traveled. We all know the cheaper they get, the worse they are. 
But what's the inside scoop? Is an exit row seat roomier than one in 
front of the lavatory? How much wider is an America West Airbus 
seat than a Spirit MD80? SeatGuru gives you the nitty-gritty on air-
line seating. Floor plans of specific jets are on display so you can 
evaluate seat placement and dimensions. And traveler's reviews give 
a real-world perspective of specific seating. 
      Now, if you could only pick the person seated next to you! 
   TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE: 
            http://www.seatguru.com 
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L ast year museum offi-
cials flew to Ecuador 

to acquire the last remain-
ing Canadair CC-106 
Yukon, once the backbone 
of the air force’s Air 
Transport Command dur-
ing the sixties. 
     Number 932 now sits on the tarmac at Simon Bolivar airport in 
Guayaquil, Ecuador. 
     Initially the Ecuadorian Directorate of Civil Aviation donated the 
Yukon to the museum in Trenton. The task began last year to find a 
way to ship the Yukon to its new home at the museum. 
     Timing was a factor. The civilian side of the airport at Guayaquil 
was under construction. The museum faced June 5 deadline by the 
local airport authority to remove the Yukon from the tarmac. 
     “I guess they didn't want an old aircraft beside a new airport,” 
said museum executive director Chris Colton. “We were basically 
told to move it or lose it, or the aircraft would be put up for sale, to 
be used as scrap.” 
     The air gods intervened. 
     Instead of shipping the Yukon home to Trenton, museum officials 
now had to find a way to save the aircraft from the scrapper’s torch. 
     Through diplomatic channels, Colton arranged to gift the Yukon 
to the Ecuadorian Air Force. 
     “We had to look for another option,” said Colton, “or the Yukon 
would have to be scrapped and melted down.” 
     The Ecuadorian Air Force shares the airport with the civilian au-
thority. It will now be on display as part of the military airfield. 
     Colton said, “there may come a time, when funds are available to 
repatriate the Yukon.” 
          The long, slender turbo-prop aircraft was a common sight in 
the skies above Trenton. The Yukon was flown by 437 Squadron on 
missions around the world. It’s estimated the fleet of 12 Yukon's 
flew roughly 65 million miles until they were retired from service in 
the early 1970s, replaced by the Boeing 707. 
     The aircraft was a VIP transport for military and political offi-
cials. Colton described the aircraft as the Canadian version of Air 
Force One. 
      When the fleet of Yukon's were retired from military service they 
went to a boneyard in Saskatchewan. 
     All 12 aircraft were sold to a private company. The company then 
turned around and sold the aircraft to various South American coun-
tries. 
     While in civilian use, two of the aircraft went missing, believe 
crashed somewhere in the Andes. They were never found. 
     Number 932 found a home with Andes Airlines as a civilian air-
craft, flying thousands of more miles from 1974 to 1986. It was an 
ironic twist. The Canadian Department of Transportation refused to 
allow the Yukon to be flown in Canada as a civilian aircraft because 
of its windscreen design. 
     In 2000, the aircraft was taken on by the Ecuadorian Air Force, 
eventually to be sold to a scrap dealer for $3,000 Cdn. 
     Yukon's made what accounted to daily flights across the Atlantic 
during the 1960s to supply Canadian Forces personnel stationed at 
bases across Europe. 
     But the Yukon was also a star attraction of the air force. It was the 
first military aircraft to overfly Canada’s provinces and territories, 
setting records for distance and time. 

      While in service, the Yukon was noted for its long, sleek appear-
ance, powered by four turbo-prop engines. 

     Yukon number 932 flew between 1960-68 for 412 Squadron in 
Ottawa and then in 1968, it and a sister ship were moved to Trenton 
to fly with 437 Squadron. And that’s where they ended their ca-
reer,” said Chris Colton, Museum Executive Director. “The reason 
this aircraft is unique, from a Canadian historical perspective, is 
that while it was in Ottawa with 412 Squadron, it was Canforce 
One. It flew the Queen, the Prime Minister and the Governor 
General. It was Canada’s state airplane, so therefore it had a very 
noteworthy career.” 

Ottawa Denies Export of “Super Connie” Aircraft 
 

     A battle between Canada and the United States could be brewing 
over the fate of what’s believed to be Canada’s last surviving Super 
Constellation aircraft after a permit to export the plane to a Seattle 
museum was denied last Spring. 
     The 1953 California-built Lockheed aircraft, once the pride of 
Trans-Canada Air Lines (now Air Canada) fleet, was sold last year 
to Seattle’s Museum of Flight for a reported $50,000 (US) after more 
than two years of negotiations with its unidentified Canadian owner, 
who, according to some sources, originally wanted $300,000. Cur-
rently stored in pieces in a Toronto warehouse, the luxury propeller-
driven aircraft was decommissioned  from service in the mid 1960s 
and, in late 1990s, was transformed into a dining lounge and bar 
called Super Connie, near Toronto’s Pearson International Airport. 
That business folded about five years ago and the abandoned, dete-
riorating plane was subsequently moved off-site by the Greater To-
ronto Airport Authority. 
     Groups such as the Toronto Aerospace Museum and the 12,000 
Air Canada Pionairs have mounted on-line petitions to try to keep 
the aircraft north of the border. Earlier this year, Ottawa’s Movable 
Cultural Property Directorate told the Seattle museum that the Con-
stellation was on the Canadian Cultural Property Export Control list 
as an artifact of possible historic or cultural significance to the coun-
try. 
     When an unidentified representative of the plane’s Canadian 
seller applied for an export permit April 27, the application was re-
ferred to Richard  de Boer, a Calgary based aviation appraiser who 
spent a month investigating the history and value of the plane. 
     Late last month, de Boer told the permit-issuing officer that he 
deemed the Super Connie “ to be of significant cultural and historical 
importance to  Canada ,” whereupon the officer declined, on May 
25, to issue the export permit. The owner of this aircraft had until the 
end of June to request a review of  this refusal by the Canadian Cul-
tural Property Export Review Board, whose next meeting is sched-
uled for Sept. 18-20. 
     In an earlier interview, Paul Cabot, manager and curator of the 
Toronto Aerospace Museum said he hoped the export-review board 
would grant heritage status to the aircraft because it would give his 
institution and others “the leverage” to organize a fund raising cam-
paign to keep the plane here. That campaign could receive some help 
from the Department of Canadian Heritage, which each year sets 
aside about $1.2 million to help institutions purchase artifacts that 
might otherwise leave the country. 
Editors note; Under the circumstances,  if the Department of Heritage 
were to consider allotting money to the “Save-the-Super-Connie” 
campaign, we should certainly more than qualify for the same con-
sideration. The facts speak for themselves.  

 Man is the only animal that fears children! 
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Toronto Pearson: Most expensive landing fees.  
     Toronto's Pearson Airport has been 
billed the world's most costly place to land 
a plane according to the annual Air Trans-
port Research Society survey. Pearson, 
Canada's busiest airport charged $10,986 
US for airlines to land a Boeing 747 aircraft 
last year, which is 45.5 per cent ahead of 
the cost to land at Osaka's Kansai Airport, 

which had the second highest landing fees. Tokyo's Narita Airport 
was third with landing fees of $7,400, while Birmingham, England, 
finished fourth with landing fees of $7,013. Landing fees at Toronto 
were also more than double the $5,031 US charged at New York's 
LaGuardia, which was the second most expensive airport to land at 
in North America. The report marked the first time in five annual 
surveys that Toronto's airport occupied the top spot after finishing 
runner-up to Narita in the previous two surveys. The study, which 
surveyed 134 airports internationally, also said Pearson charged the 
most to land an Airbus A320, with landing fees of $2,033 US, top-
ping No. 2 Kansai by 32 per cent. U.S. Government Accountability 
Office estimates $1 Billion US for U.S. airports to handle A380. 
Eighteen U.S. airports expected to make changes to accommodate 
the Airbus A380 would have to spend $927 million US on infra-
structure projects. About 83% of the costs reported were identified 
for runway or taxiway projects, while the remaining costs were for 
changes at gates, terminals or support services. Los Angeles, Miami, 
New York, and San Francisco are major gateway airports that had 
little choice but to make changes to receive the A380 if they were to 
maintain competitive status. 

404 Maritime Patrol  
& Training Squadron 

Memorial Stone Project 
 

404 Maritime Patrol and Training Squadron, lo-
cated at 14 Wing, Greenwood in Nova Scotia’s 

Annapolis Valley, is starting a fund raising drive to finance a 
404 Squadron Memorial Stone. The memorial will celebrate 
and commemorate the sacrifices and contributions of those 
who have served on 404 Squadron since its inception in World 
War II. The Memorial Stone will be located in the Memorial 
Gardens at the Greenwood Military Aviation Museum taking 
its place along side of the other Squadron Memorials. 
     The Memorial Stone will be emblazoned with a laser etching 
of the last wartime Commanding Officer “Teddy” Pierce, com-
plete with inscription on one side and 404’s Battle Honours on 
the other. Completion date is scheduled for August of 2006.  

    Point of contact for this fund raising drive is  
Captain Peter Courtney  
(902) 765-1494 (ext 3584)  

or email  <Courtney.PE@forces.gc.ca> 
 
     Cheques may be made out to 
“Greenwood Military Aviation 
Museum” and annotated “404 
Squadron Memorial Trust.” 
All donations over $10.00 will 
receive a tax receipt. 

We extend our sincere condolences to the families and 
friends of these comrades who recently passed away. 

Fal l en  Eagles  
Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

 

  BRINE, R. J. "Bob"     May 18, 2004. 
  YEATMAN, Aubrey, "Bob"   February 23, 2005. 
   LAVERN, Don Lavern  August 26, 2005. 
   PAGEE, Don     April 24, 2006.  
   SOAME, Maurice James, "Mo"  May 27, 2006. 
   BRAZIL, Paul, "Duane”  July 13, 2006. 
   McDAVID, Trevor   July 13, 2006. 

BRAZIL, Paul, "Duane" - Greenwood. It is with broken hearts 
that we announce the sudden death of the most wonderful, loving 
husband and truly amazing Dad that God ever gave to this world. 
Duane died tragically on July 13, 2006 in a Cormorant helicopter 
accident in Canso at the age of 39. He was born in Gander, N.L., 
and raised in Botwood, N.L. After high school he moved to St. 
John's and in 1990 he joined the Canadian Forces. Upon graduation 
from his training he was awarded the Commandant's Shield for top 
recruit. Duane spent nine years as an Instrument Electrician techni-
cian in Greenwood working on the Aurora aircraft until 1999 when 
he transferred to Search and Rescue as a Flight Engineer. In 2000, 
Duane and his family were transferred to Gander, N.L. That same 
year, Duane lost his older brother Gary in a Coast Guard Helicopter 
accident. Duane's love of SAR and devotion to helping others took 
him through that and he always said "if I can bring one more person 
home, then that mother won't have to go through what my mom 
did." During his four years at 103 SQN in Gander, Duane helped 
save many souls. He truly loved what he did and believed in the 
SAR motto "So that others may live." In 2004, Duane and his fam-
ily were transferred back to Greenwood where he continued his 
SAR career at 413 SQN. Duane was a devoted, loving husband and 
proud father. His family and their happiness was always first and 
foremost. Duane loved life and lived every day to the fullest, always 
with a smile. 
McDavid, Trevor - resided in Capreol, Ont. until joining the Cana-
dian Forces on July, 11, 1997. Trevor was proud to have served his 
country as a member of the Canadian Forces he also enjoyed spend-
ing all his free time with his wife and daughters as well as hunting, 
fishing and playing hockey with his friends.  

407 Squadron 65th Reunion 
22 - 24  September 2006  

 19 Wing Comox 
 

T he reunion is open to all present and espe-
cially former, aircrew, maintenance and sup-

port personnel who have ever been part of the 
“Demon Squadron.” Spouses are also very welcome. To be part 
of this event, please download the registration form and mail it 
in with your payment. 

Note: People who register early will enjoy  
a preferred early bird rate. . . .  

Registration Form  - Accommodations - Transportation -  
Rations - Events - Contacts - Links, can be accessed at. . .  

 
www.407reunion.com 
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     Why do birds fly in a V-Formation? It has been 
said that the bird in front works the least because of 
upwash generated by the birds to his side. Is this 
true? 
     Most of us have probably seen large groups of migrating 
birds flying in formation. Some birds, including Geese, fly in 
V-formations to save energy, especially when migrating long 
distances. They are able to fly 70 percent farther flying in for-
mation than flying alone. This saves energy for the whole 
flock. The leading bird creates a slipstream (vortices) that 
pulls along the bird behind it and carries right to the tail of the 
formation, so that each bird, except the leader gets help from 
the bird in front. The same bird does not always fly in front. 
When it tires, it falls back and another bird takes the lead po-
sition. This happens on a regular basis. Therefore the first 
bird is not necessarily the flocks strongest or most dominant 
bird. Its just that birds turn to 
lead. 
     These vortices are gener-
ally undesirable because they 
create a downwash that in-
creases the induced drag on a 
wing in flight. However this 
downwash is also accompa-
nied by an upwash that can be 
beneficial to a second wing 
flying behind and slightly 
above the first. 
     A bird flying in one of these upwash regions essentially 
gains free lift so that it can fly at a lower angle of attack. As 
angle of attack is reduced, the induced drag is also lowered 
so that the bird does not 
need to flap its wings as hard 
or as often to generate the 
thrust needed for forward 
flight. 
     By spacing themselves 
apart properly, birds can 
achieve optimum positions 
that reduce the drag of every 
bird in the formation. How-
ever not all birds benefit 
equally. Your speculation 
about the lead bird being in 
the best position is actually incorrect. This bird has to work 
the hardest since it flies in undisturbed air. The upwash that 
this bird creates improves the aerodynamics of the two be-
hind it, and these two further improve conditions for the next 
two birds in line. 
     The majority of the benefit goes to the birds further aft, but 
the front bird does still gain some reduction in drag. The pres-
ence of the two birds flanking the leader helps to dissipate the 
downwash off the lead birds wingtips and reduces the in-
duced drag this bird experiences. These two flanking birds 
also benefit from a similar reduction in drag if outboard birds 
flank them as well. In other words, the birds in the middle of 
each of the lines forming the V are in the best position. These 
birds benefit from the upwash off the lead birds as well as off 
the trailing birds. This additional bonus means that the birds 
in the middle experience less drag than either the lead bird or 

Creation of trailing vortices due 
to a difference in pressure above 
and below a lifting surface. 

Regions of upwash and downwash 
created by trailing vortices. 

the bird at the end of each line. 
     Even though the V formation benefits all of the birds, the 
bird in the lead has to work the hardest. When this bird tires, it 
will drop out of the lead position and fall further back into one 
of the lines of the V. Another bird from further back will rapidly 

move forward to take the 
leading position and maintain 
the formation. The two birds 
in the furthest trailing posi-
tions also tire more rapidly 
than those in the middle, so 
these positions are also ro-
tated frequently to spread 
most of the fatiguing locations 
throughout the flock. This cy-
clical re-arrangements gives 
all the birds the responsibility 
of being the leader as well as 
a chance to enjoy the maxi-
mum benefits of being in the 
middle of the formation. The 
sense of teamwork comes 

naturally since even the youngest members of the flock rap-
idly realize that it takes less work to fly in a V formation than it 
does to fly alone. 
     Another theory as to why the birds fly in formation is that 
this orientation allows birds to communicate more easily. The 
V formation provides the birds with good visual contact of 
each other to keep the flock together. This communication 
minimizes the possibility of losing birds along the way as the 
formation crosses vast distances during migration. 
     Although manned aircraft can also exploit the benefits of 
formation flight, it is difficult to do so since we still lag behind 
nature in our ability of our technology to “feel” the air and 
adapt to it for optimum performance. Close formation flight 
among a group of aircraft often difficult to maintain because of 
the turbulence created by the lead aircraft. Perhaps one day 
we will be able to develop advanced technologies that make 
the aircraft as sensitive to their surroundings as the body of a 
bird is today. We may then be able to make better use of for-
mation flight to improve the efficiency of flying vehicles. 
      However, military planes do still operate in V formations, 
but they are typically spaced too far apart to enjoy the benefits 
of reduced drag. These aircraft instead fly in formation primar-
ily to maintain visibility of all the aircraft in the squadron in the 
same way that birds do. 

—————————————————————— 

An optimal V formation 

A woman calls her boss one morning and 
tells him that she is staying home because she 
is not feeling well. 
“What’s the matter?” he asks. 
I have a case of anal glaucoma,” she says in a 
weak voice. 
“What the hell is anal glaucoma?” 
“I can’t see my ass coming in to work to-
day!” 

If you were going to die soon and had only one phone 
call you could make, who would you call and what would 
you say? 

And why are you waiting? 
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B oeing is preparing a 1000 passenger jet that could reshape the air travel industry 
for the next 100 years. The radical Blended Wing design has been developed by 

Boeing in cooperation with NASA Langley Research Center. The mammoth plane will 
have a wingspan of 256 feet compared to the 747’s 211 feet, and is designed to fit 
within the newly created terminals used for the 555 seat Airbus A380, which is 262 feet 
wide. The new 797 is in direct response to the Airbus A380 which has racked up 159 
orders, but has not yet flown any passengers. 
     Boeing decided to kill its 747X stretched super jumbo in 2003 after little interest was 
shown by airline companies, but has continued to develop the ultimate Airbus crusher 

797 at the Phantom Works research facility in Long Beach, Calif. The Airbus A380 has been in the works since 1999 and has 
accumulated $13 billion in development costs,, which gives Boeing a huge advantage now that Airbus has committed to the 
older style tubular aircraft for decades to come. 
     There are several big advantages to the blended wing design, the most important being the lift to drag ratio which is expected 
to increase by an amazing 50%, with overall weight reduced by 25%, making it an estimated 33% more efficient than the A380, 
and making Airbus’s $13 billion dollar investment  look pretty shaky. High body rigidity is another key factor in blended wing air-
craft, it reduces turbulence and creates less stress on the airframe which adds to efficiency, giving the 797 a tremendous 8800 
nautical mile range with its 1000 passengers flying comfortably at mach .88 or 654 mph cruising speed (another advantage over 
the Airbus tube-and-wing designed A380’s 570 mph). 
     The exact date for introduction is unclear, yet the battle lines are clearly drawn in the high-stakes war for civilian supremacy. 

——————————————————————————- 

The  Unlimiteds go flashing through the racecourse, en-
gines howling, air shearing, heat waves streaming. 

Four hundred eighty miles an hour is 8 miles a minute, and the elite 
racers take about 70 seconds to cover the 9.1 mile Reno course. If 
you could take a souped P-51 racer flying the circuit at Reno, slow 
time down, and examine just one second, what would you find?  
   In that one second, the V-12 Rolls-Royce Merlin engine would 
have gone through 60 revolutions, with each of the 48 valves slam-
ming open and closed 30 times. The twenty four spark plugs have 
fired 720 times. Each piston has traveled a total of 60 feet in linear 
distance at an average speed of 41 miles per hour, with the direc-
tion of movement reversing 180 degrees after every 6 inches. Three 
hundred and sixty power pulses have been transmitted to the crank-
shaft, making 360 sonic booms as the exhaust gas is expelled from 
the cylinder with a velocity exceeding the speed of sound. The wa-
ter pump impeller has spun 90 revolutions, sending 4 gallons of 
coolant surging through the engine and radiators. The oil pumps 
have forced 47 fluid ounces, roughly one-third gallon, of oil 
through the engine, oil cooler, and oil tank, scavenging heat and 
lubricating the flailing machinery. The supercharger rotor has com-
pleted 348 revolutions, it's rim spinning at Mach 1, forcing 4.2 
pounds or 55 ft of ambient air into the combustion chambers under 
3 atmospheres of boost pressure. Around 9 fluid ounces of high 
octane aviation fuel, 7843 BTU's worth of energy, has been injected 
into the carburetor along with 5.3 fluid ounces of methanol/water 
anti-detonant injection fluid. Perhaps 1/8 fluid ounce of engine oil 
has been either combusted or blown overboard via the crankcase 
breather tube. Over 1.65 million foot pounds of work have been 
done, the equivalent of lifting a station wagon to the top of the 
Statue of Liberty. 
     In that one second, the hard-running Merlin has turned the pro-
peller through 25 complete revolutions, with each of the blade tips 
having arced through a distance of 884 feet at a rotational velocity 
of 0.8 Mach. Fifteen fluid ounces of spray bar water has been atom-
ized and spread across the face of the radiator to accelerate the 
transfer of waste heat from the cooling system to the atmosphere. 
     In that one second, the aircraft itself has traveled 704 feet, close 

A US Air Force C-141 is scheduled to leave 
Thule Air Base, Greenland at midnight. 
      During the pilot's preflight check, he discovers 
that the latrine holding tank is still full from the 
last flight. So a message is sent to the base, and an 

airman who was off duty is called out to take care of it. 
     The young man finally gets to the air base and makes his way to 
the aircraft, only to find that the latrine pump truck has been left 
outdoors and is frozen solid, so he must find another one in the 
hangar, which takes even more time. He returns to the aircraft and 
is less than enthusiastic about what he has to do. Nevertheless, he 
goes about the pumping job deliberately and carefully (and slowly) 
so as to not risk criticism later. 
     As he's leaving the plane, the pilot stops him and says, "Son, 
your attitude and performance has caused this flight to be late, and 
I'm going to personally see to it that you are not just reprimanded, 
but punished." 
     Shivering in the cold, his task finished, he takes a deep breath, 
stands up tall and says, "Sir, with all due respect, I'm not your son; 
I'm an Airman in the United States Air Force.  I've been in Thule, 
Greenland for11 months without any leave, and reindeer are begin-
ning to look pretty good to me. I have one stripe; it's two-thirty in 
the morning, the temperature is 40 degrees below zero and my job 
here is to pump shit from your aircraft. . . . . . . . . . 

 
Now just exactly what form of punishment  

did you have in mind?" 

to 1/8 mile, or roughly 1.5% of a single lap. The pilot's heart has 
taken 1.5 beats, pumping 5.4 fluid ounces of blood through his 
body at a peak pressure of 4.7 inches of mercury over ambient 
pressure. Our pilot happened to inspire during our measured sec-
ond, inhaling approximately 30 cubic inches (0.5 liter) of oxygen 
from the on-board system, and 2.4 million, yes million, new red 
blood cells have been formed in the pilot's bone marrow. 
     In just one second, an amazing sequence of events have taken 
place beneath those polished cowlings and visored helmets. It's 
the world's fastest motor sport. Don't blink! 
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D uring the Second World War, the Royal Air 
Force went from being a rag-tag group of 

small planes to fighting valiantly during the Battle 
of Britain and other maneuvers. The Right of the 
Line is the thrilling story of how the RAF battled 
courageously throughout the war and defended 
Great Britain from Hitler’s forces. Featuring in-
depth chronicles of preparation, night bombing, 
air raids, the Battle of the Atlantic, Dunkirk, stra-
tegic offensives and victory, this is a work that no 
military history buff will want to be without. 
     This book is a long, hard, read at 841 pages but 
it is worthwhile reading for its wealth of historical 
data. 
     At the Battle of Crecy, on August 26, 1346, the 
English Army under King Edward III faced appar-
ently hopeless odds. A hard fight, with every pos-
sibility of disaster, was at hand. When the King 
drew up his army, it was to his eldest son, the 16-

year-old Black Prince, that Edward “gave the place of honour and 
greatest danger, commanding the vanguard on the right of the line.” 
The battle was hard indeed, with the Black Prince’s division bearing 
the brunt of it throughout. The English won, and the boy prince won 
his spurs, the supreme accolade of chivalry. It is from those distant 
times that “the right of the line” has come to mean, in battle, “the 
place of greatest danger” - “the vanguard” - and in ceremony “the 
place of honour.” Thus, when the Army is on parade, it is the Cav-
alry (whose traditions go back to the age of chivalry) which forms 
on the right—unless the Royal Horse Artillery is present, in which 
case the horse Gunners claim the post of honour. When the three 
services parade together, the Royal Navy, as the senior Service, 
takes the right, the Royal Air Force, as the junior, takes the left. But 
in this book it is argued that in the war in Europe between 1939 and 
1945 the RAF was, in effect, “the vanguard,” holding for much of 
the time the place of honour on the right of the line, as the Black 
Prince and his men did at Crecy. 
     Interestingly, the book brings up the issue of commissioning of 
all aircrew. I read the following interesting excerpt on page 464 of 
the book; “It is perhaps appropriate here to look a few months ahead 
at another aspect of the matter of aircrew; it was in May 1942, at the 
United Nations Air Training Conference in Ottawa, that the Canadi-
ans raised the highly debatable issue of the commissioning of all 
aircrew. The Canadian voice was now by one which had to be heard 
with attention, and what it said made a great deal of sense. Canada’s 
position was straight forward:  
     Rank commensurate with duties should be granted to all aircrew 
personnel, there being no justification for the commissioning of 
certain individuals whilst others are required to perform exactly the 
same duties but in N.C.O. rank. The responsibility resting upon the 
individual in aircrew capacity is sufficient justification for commis-
sioned status. N.C.O. rank is not compatible with the heavy respon-
sibilities imposed in commanding large and expensive aircraft. 
     This was the nub of the argument, expressed with the bluntness 
of a young country. It was not, of course, by any means all there 
was to say. The Canadians drew attention to the sense of unfairness, 
“damaging to morale,” at inequalities in pay, transportation, travel 
allowances and messing, and made a telling point by mentioning the 
effect of these inequalities on those unfortunate enough to become 
prisoners of war. They said that it was unfair that an NCO training 

instructor should find himself serving under a former pupil, and 
equally unfair that an officer could be operationally under an NCO. 
They dwelt on the injury to the team spirit when “the crew, as an 
entity, is not able to live and fraternize, the one with the other, dur-
ing leisure and off duty hours.” They believed that automatic com-
missioning on successful graduation would encourage aircrew 
enlistment. They said “it was injurious to  discipline (especially 
overseas) that aircrew sergeants should have a senior status in the 
Sergeants’ — whereas aircrew officers are very junior members of 
the Officers’ Mess and are aware of the fact. All pilots, navigators 
and air bombers,” they insisted, “are of equal importance, the one 
with the other, and all of them have an equal claim to a commis-
sion.” 
     The RAF response also opened with its ace, and reflects the dif-
ference in the background of those concerned, and the differences of 
the two societies. It said: 
      A commissioning is granted in recognition of the character, in-
telligence (as distinct from academic qualifications), and capacity to 
lead, command and set a worthy example. Many aircrews, though 
quite capable of performing their duties adequately, have no officer 
qualities. The policy proposed by Canada would have the effect of 
depreciating the value of commissioned rank. 
      In support of this view, which embodies traditional beliefs going 
back into the distant pasts of the two older Services, the RAF 
spokesman said that wholesale aircrew commissioning would have 
serious repercussions among long-service, highly skilled ground 
crew which would lead to “a general lowering of discipline.” It 
would also, they said, “cause trouble with the other Services.” They 
rejected the proposition that all men undergoing the same risk 
should have the same status. Pay “must be determined on the basis 
of the personal qualities . . . and not on the risk incurred.” Team 
spirit, they said, was essential, “but it is not agreed that this spirit 
can only be secured by granting the same status to all members of 
the team.” They alluded (very perfunctorily) to the comparison with 
tanks and submarines, and insisted that. . . . 
     “It would be wrong to assume that flying and fighting in the air 
necessarily makes a man into a superman.” 
     The RAF denied that more commissions were needed in order to 
attract men of the right type; it repeated that “officer-like qualities” 
were what mattered, and said in conclusion that the policy was that 
every aircrew member “who is suitable and is recommended for 
commissioning by the responsible authorities shall be commis-
sioned.” The RAF reply does not speak the same language as the 
Canadian case. It certainly does not meet the Canadian objections to 
the existing system, which had both logic and humanity on their 
side. The RAF was still, in 1942, speaking the language of a small 
regular Service recruited in a country where inequalities found far 
readier acceptance than in the overseas Dominions. The Canadians  
used the terms appropriate to a modern, much larger and increas-
ingly technical  service, whose conditions of combat were unprece-
dented. Chief among these was the fundamental fact referred to at 
the very beginning of this book — that it was not an officer-
function in the RAF to lead the other ranks into battle, as it was in 
the other Services. Battle was the aircrew function, theirs alone,  
and their only one — which was what made the whole position 
unique. 
     It is easy to see and easy to say, at this distance, that what was 
needed was a complete reappraisal producing  a quite different sys-
tem which took this novel circumstance fully into account — the 
creation, in other words, of a force within a force, on a permanent 
basis, somewhat like Airborne forces in the Army. The separation 
of air and ground functions in the RAF was very clear, it was no use 
trying to blur it. Wearing wings was not enough; there were a good 

by John Terraine 
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many people wearing wings, fully earned, who were not operational 
flyers. The operational flyers were a “race apart”, and this required 
formal recognition. Variations of personal quality within a crew 
could very well be taken care of by grades of rank, without the insult 
of withholding  commissions. Not least of the drawbacks of this 
palpably unfair practice was the absurdity of senior ranks sometimes 
being actually commanded by junior ranks, thus undermining the 
whole concept of rank itself, as the Canadians perceived. 
     Bomber Command’s style of war has also to be taken into ac-
count. As one reflects upon the situation of, say, a rear or nose-
gunner, or a bomb-aimer, at one o’clock in the morning somewhere 
over the middle of Germany, one is forced to question severely such 
concepts as a “capacity to lead, command and set a worthy exam-
ple.”  Who did a rear-gunner ever lead or command? To whom 
could he “set a worthy example,”  frozen, frightened but ceaselessly 
vigilant in his isolated turret? In Bomber Command’s night raids, 
each aircraft, each crew, was very much alone from take-off until 
return, barring only the awareness that the sky was full of other 
aeroplanes  with which one might collide, and which might (if one 
was at a lower layer) drop their bombs right through one’s wings or 
destroy one utterly. This was not even like the operations of the 
American Eighth Air Force, which flew in daylight, in tight forma-
tions in full view of each other, and whose leaders obviously had 
very important functions and were required to exhibit high qualities. 
In Bomber Command, except on rare daylight occasions, each crew 
was on its own; “leading” and “commanding” was something that 
happened almost entirely in the aircraft — it had to have a “skipper” 
who had to be implicitly obeyed; but beyond that all that was re-
quired from the crew was exceptionally high morale and sense of 
duty and an ability to conquer fear, that was all, not leading, not 
commanding, not setting examples — just continuing to do one’s 
exacting, lonely duty as part of a mutually-reliant team in all circum-
stances, including some that defy description, even imagination. 
     However, in May 1942 it was the RAF’s view that prevailed, not 
surprisingly, in view of the enormous preponderance of the RAF 
effort, and the Canadians (with whom Australian and New Zealand-
ers must have considerably sympathized) had to swallow their irrita-
tion — which they nobly did. 
Editors note; To this day, I still ponder why the 1949 Order-In-
Council dealing with post WW II aircrew rank status did not include 
commissioning of the Flight Engineers. If “commanding” was the 
main criteria that was considered in deciding the rank structure of 
post war crews, then what rationale was used in making the Naviga-
tor and Radio positions a commissioned rank in the RCAF? 
     This book might be ordered from Indigo/Chapters for $2.84 if it 

becomes available. It can be ordered on line at their web-site  
<chapters.indigo.ca>.  

The book is also available at most well-stocked libraries. 

Canada Aviation History Museums 
      Just enter the name of one of the underlined museums of your 
choice in this list into your “search” line in the “search engine” page 
that you use to surf the web (Yahoo, Google etc.). 
 Aero Space Museum- Contains a photo archive, ask the experts 
section, aviation stories, and space display. Operated by the Aero 
Space Museum Association of Calgary. 
 Atlantic Canada Aviation Museum- Devoted to preserving both 
civilian and military aviation history. Features history, exhibits, 
hours, and aviation links. Located at the Halifax International Air-
port. 
British Columbia Aviation Museum (BCAM) - Collects, restores, 
and preserves aircraft and artifacts related to the history of aviation 
in Canada, with emphasis on BC. 
 Canada Aviation Museum- Offers archived photographs and de-
scriptions of a range of aircraft. 
 Canadian Bushplane Heritage Centre- Dedicated to the history 
of bush flying and forest protection in Canada. features floatplanes, 
seaplanes, waterbombers, and forest fire fighting artifacts. 
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Official Web Site - Fea-
tures specs, photos, and history of the aircraft collection, articles, 
flightlines, restoration projects, and more. Located at the Hamilton 
International Airport. 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan Museum- Dedicated to the 
preservation of the history of the British Commonwealth Air Train-
ing Plan and to those airmen who trained and served their country in 
WWII. 
 Comox Air Force Museum- Covers Canadian military aviation in 
its evolution from the Royal Flying Corps to Air Command of the 
Canadian Forces. 
Greenwood Military Aviation Museum - Houses exhibits that 
encompass the early formation of the Greenwood base in 1942 and 
proceeding through the Lancaster, Neptune, Argus, and Aurora eras. 
Nanton Lancaster Society and Air Museum - Commemorates the 
British Commonwealth Air Training Plan and features aircraft dis-
plays including an Avro Lancaster Bomber. 
RCAF Memorial Museum - Official web site of the Royal Cana-
dian Air Force Memorial Museum. 
Shearwater Aviation Museum - Devoted to Canadian maritime 
military aviation heritage. Features an archives, virtual tours of the 
galleries, Naval Air Net, and more. 
Toronto Aerospace Museum - Offers aviation heritage informa-
tion, photograph gallery, directions, and more. 
Western Canada Aviation Museum - Aircraft and exhibits, in-
cluding hands-on interactive children's section. Facility may be 
rented for special occasions. 
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A variety of applications and games to play with, plus other  
assorted humour and multimedia. Very entertaining web site –  

try “string spin” --   http://www.zefrank.com/ 

May your troubles be as few and far apart as my 
grandmothers teeth! 


